ABSTRACT Novel successive cancellation list (SCL) decoding schemes of Polar codes by exploiting the error correction (EC) capability of the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) codes are proposed in this paper. Different from the schemes in the literature that only considered the error detection capability of CRC, the proposed schemes aim to improve the performance of CRC-aided Polar decoding to the most by benefiting from the potential EC capability of CRC. Specifically, we first propose a basic decoding scheme, named CRC error-correction-aided successive cancellation list (CRC-EC-SCL) decoding, by introducing the look-up-table-based CRC EC method into the Polar SCL decoding process. Then, based on the basic scheme, we further propose the segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoding scheme. By segmented-CRC, the information block is divided into multiple segments and each segment is attached with a shorter CRC sequence. By conducting the CRC-EC-aided coding for each of the segments, multiple erroneous bits can be corrected early and error propagation can, thus, be efficiently suppressed. The simulation results show that both of the proposed decoding schemes have a significant performance gain over the classic CRC-EC-SCL decoding scheme. Especially for the segmented-CRC-EC-SCL, the performance gain at a frame error rate of 10 −4 is about 0.4 dB. Moreover, the average computation complexity of the segmented-CRC-EC-SCL is close to the classic scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
Polar codes, invented by Arikan [1] , have attracted much attention recently due to their excellent error performance. It has been proved that Polar codes have the properties of capacity-achieving under binary memoryless symmetric channels with low encoding and decoding complexity. However, successive cancellation (SC), the original decoding scheme used in Polar codes, is optimal only when the code length approaches infinity. For the Polar code with short codeword length in practical scenarios, SC decoding falls short in providing a reasonable error-correction performance.
To improve the SC decoder, the SCL decoder was later proposed in [2] and [3] . Simulation results indicate that SCL decoding scheme can approach the maximum likelihood (ML) bound with practical value of the list size. Furthermore, the classic CRC error-detection aided SCL (CRC-ED-SCL) decoding scheme, first proposed in [4] and [5] , has been shown to achieve a better error performance than Turbo code and low-density parity-check (LDPC) code with the same code length and code rate.
Recently, due to the superior error performance and fine rate flexibility [6] , Polar codes have become a short code scheme for the 5G control channel. For ultra-reliable and lowlatency communications (URLLC) in 5G, high error performance is required at short to moderate block lengths [7] , and the superior performance of the Polar code makes it a good candidate for URLLC.
To make Polar codes show the same error performance as LDPC codes in short to moderate block lengths, the SCL decoder requires a fairly large list size, for example, L = 32. This list size requires a considerable computational complexity for the decoder [8] . To reduce computation complexity of CRC-ED-SCL decoder, several segmented decoders have been proposed in [9] and [10] following two progressive directions. First, split the information block into M subblocks and distribute CRC bits in each of them. Then, perform segment decoding and segment CRC error detection, select a certain sequence to execute the next phase of decoding. However, the performance of the two decoding schemes mentioned above is sub-optimal because of making decision at the earlier step. At the same time, [11] proposed a segmented-CRC-error-detection aided SCL (segmented-CRC-ED-SCL) decoder, which is similar to the multi-CRC aided SCL decoder [9] but with a different path selection method.
We observe that the CRC codes in CRC-ED-SCL decoder and segmented-CRC-ED-SCL decoder [11] are only used for error detection in the traditional way. However, it is well known that CRC bits have the inherent capability of error correction due to the additional redundancy bits. If the additional data processing procedure is added at the receiving side to utilize this redundancy bits, the error performance will be directly improved. However, few literatures have discussed the CRC error correction for Polar decoding. In [12] , a CRC error correction scheme has been proposed using a novel approach of applying iterative decoding techniques, which is however only effective in iterative decoding algorithm and linear programming and cannot be directly applied to the SC decoding scheme of Polar codes.
In addition, most of the improved schemes focus on the optimization of local path selection of SC decoder, such as SCL decoder and CRC-ED-SCL decoder. However, the error propagation property of SC decoder is also one of the factors that affect the decoding performance. In CRC-ED-SCL decoding, whether the decoded codewords are correct or wrong remains unknown until the final step of decoding, so the decoder cannot intervene in error propagation.
To our best knowledge, in terms of SCL decoding, very little work has directly used the redundant information of CRC for error correction in the literature. To exploit the error correction capability of CRC codes, this paper proposes a basic decoding, called CRC-error-correction aided SCL (CRC-EC-SCL), which is easy to implement.
The advanced error correction decoding scheme is additionally proposed to maximize the error correction capability of CRC codes. The segmented CRC is used to divide the information block into multiple segments, and each segment is attached with a shorter CRC sequence. CRC check is carried out after each segment of decoding, which can detect and correct errors in time and reduce the impact of error propagation in the early stage of decoding. Besides, in order to maximize the error correction performance of the proposed scheme, a novel construction of Polar codes based on the reliability of the polarization channel is presented.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• CRC-error-correction aided SCL decoding scheme.
By combining Polar codes with the look-up table based CRC error correction, we propose the CRC-EC-SCL decoding scheme which leads to remarkable performance gain in high SNR region.
• Segmented-CRC-error-correction aided SCL decoding scheme. In order to suppress the error propagation of the SCL decoding scheme and correct multiple erroneous bits, the segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoding scheme is further proposed. Intuitively, compared with CRC-ED-SCL, segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoding scheme is implemented to obtain performance gain with less computational cost.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the preliminaries of Polar codes and some related works. Section III introduces the proposed CRC-EC-SCL decoder. Section IV presents the details of the proposed segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoder and analyzes the complexity of this scheme. Section V provides the performance analysis based on the simulation results. Finally, conclusions and future works are given in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we provide a brief introduction to Polar codes. Then, several typical decoding schemes, such as SC decoding scheme, SCL decoding scheme and segmented-CRC-ED-SCL decoding scheme are briefly described.
A. POLAR CODES
Polar codes are based on the operation of channel polarization [1] , which consists of two phase, channel combining phase and channel splitting phase. Let N denote the length of the Polar code, and K denote the length of the information block of the Polar code, respectively. A Polar code of length N = 2 n utilizes N independent copies of channel W for channel combining and channel splitting to N new channels
As the code length N increases, the channel after splitting will develop toward two extreme directions. Part of the channels tend to be perfect noiseless channels while the others tend to be completely noisy channel. The set of noiseless channel indices is denoted by A and the set of completely noisy channel indices is denoted by A c . Therefore, information bits can be transmitted directly in the noiseless bit channels with the coding rate is 1. The frozen bits can be transmitted in the completely noisy channel, and the coding rate is 0. In this way, Polar codes are proved to have the properties of capacity-achieving.
Polar codes have the basic elements of binary linear block code, so the coding progress can be completed by generating matrix
where Then, the encoded block x N 1 is modulated and sent to the channels for transmission. In this paper, we consider binary VOLUME 7, 2019 phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation over additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel model.
B. SC AND SCL DECODERS OF POLAR CODES
According to the coding principle of Polar codes, bit channels are not independent of each other, which are reflected in the fact that each coded bit with a given index depends on all of the previous bits with smaller indices. Based on this correlation, SC decoder needs to assume that the decoding results of the previous steps are correct when making decoding decisions. In consequence, the SC decoding scheme will be represented by code tree structure. In decoding process, for i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N }, the estimated valueû i of the bit u i will be judged sequentially by calculating the transition probability of W 
When i ∈ A c , it indicates that this bit is a frozen one, which is pre-agreed to both the sender and receiver and consequently directly judged asû i = u i . When i ∈ A, it indicates that this is an information bit, and the decision function is:
where
The SC decoding progress can be regarded as a greedy algorithm, which only searches the optimal path for each layer of the code tree. Therefore, once a bit is misjudged, it cannot be corrected at the later stage of decoding.
The SCL decoder is an improvement of SC decoder, which increases the number of candidate paths reserved of each layer. Instead of selecting only the best path for the next decoding progress, SCL decoder selects the best L paths for the next decoding progress, where L ≥ 1, denotes the list size. Like the SC decoder, the improved decoder still searches the path from the root node of the code tree to the leaf node layerby-layer. The difference is that at each layer of decoding tree, SCL decoder preserves the two possible values of u i , doubling the number of candidate paths. Meanwhile, in order to avoid exponential growth of the candidate paths, the decoder selects a maximum of L paths with optimal path metric (PM) value and stores them in a list [13] . Furthermore, when L = 1, SCL decoder degenerates to SC decoder; when L ≥ 2 K , SCL decoder is equivalent to maximum likelihood decoder.
C. SEGMENTED-CRC-ED-SCL DECODING SCHEMES
The CRC-ED-SCL decoding scheme of Polar codes have high computational complexity. To solve this problem, [11] proposed a decoding scheme called segmented-CRC-ED-SCL decoding scheme to reduce the decoding complexity. Fig. 1 illustrates the structure of the two schemes.
As shown in Fig. 1 , different from the CRC-ED-SCL decoder which directly adds R bits CRC codes to the whole information block, the segmented-CRC-ED-SCL decoder divides the information block evenly into M sub-blocks, and adds r bits CRC after each sub-block, where r = R/M .
In the decoding process, the normal SCL decoding is applied to information bits and frozen bits. If the decoder encounters any CRC bits, it should perform CRC detection for the corresponding information sub-block. Then, select the path that can be verified and store it for the next stage of decoding. The worst, if no candidate path passes the check, the decoding fails. Therefore, in segmented-CRC-ED-SCL decoding progress, the complexity is reduced due to the early stop strategy.
D. THE LOOK-UP TABLE BASED ERROR CORRECTION METHOD FOR CRC
Using the error correction capability of CRC can greatly reduce the probability of data retransmission and improve the efficiency of data transmission. Reference [14] proposed the look-up table based error correction method that can correct single bit error.
The implementation steps are as follows: first, all possible single bit errors on the data should be counted and recorded in the first column of the error correction table. Then divide the error patterns by generator polynomial g(x) and record the remainder in the second column of the table. When the receiver receives the data, divide the error patterns by g (x) . If the remainder is zero, no error can be corrected. Otherwise, compare the remainder with the data in the table to find the corresponding error location and correct it.
III. CRC-ERROR-CORRECTION AIDED SCL DECODING
In this section, we propose the CRC-error-correction aided SCL (CRC-EC-SCL) decoding scheme, which can correct up to two bits error based on the look-up table based error correction method.
A. ESTABLISHING ERROR CORRECTION TABLE
Similar to the introduction of error correction methods in Section II, before Polar encoding and decoding, an error correction table should be established. The error correction table directly determines the error correction capability of the decoder, which is an important step in the decoding scheme.
Let P(N , K ) represent the Polar code of length N with K information bits, the number of variety of single bit error that can occur is C(1, K ), and the number of variety of double bits error are C(2, K ). In addition, to ensure the reliability of information bits during transmission, we select the last R bits from the information bits as CRC bits, for error detection and correction. In this case, CRC can correct 2 R − 1 error patterns at most.
The error locations corresponding to all single bits errors and double bits errors are recorded in the first column of the error correction table. Then, the error patterns corresponding to these error locations are divided by CRC generator polynomial g(x) to get the syndromes, which are recorded in the second column of the error correction table.
Here take P(256, 128) and g(x) = x 16 + x 11 + x 5 + 1 as an example to illustrate the specific process of establishing error correction table. Recall that the number of variety of single bit error and double bits error are C(1,128) = 128 and C(2, 128) = 8128, respectively. If the first information bit fails in decoding, the corresponding error pattern is e(x) = x 127 , divided by g(x) and the syndrome is s( B. CRC-ERROR-CORRECTION AIDED SCL DECODING SCHEME After the error correction table is established, the process of encoding and decoding can be started. The proposed decoder start by carrying out bit-by-bit decoding as the standard SC decoder and producing L candidate codewordsû N 1 [1] ,
. Divide these codewords by g(x) in order of the path-metrics, if there exists any codeword that makes the remainder zero, it means that no error can be corrected, and the decoding is complete. If the remainders of all candidate codewords are not zero, it means that there are errors in decoding and the error correction algorithm begins to execute. It should be noted that in order to maximize error correction performance, the decoder only select the path with the optimal PM value for error correction.
When determining the error location, the remainder is compared with the syndrome column in Table 1 . If the remainder can be matched with any syndrome in the Table 1 , we can extract the error location and error correction is completed by flipping the error location in the decoded codeword. But, if the remainder cannot be matched with any syndrome in Table 1 , it indicates that the error correction capability of the decoder is exceeded, and the error correction fails. In addition, for the P(256, 128) Polar code mentioned in the previous subsection, we find that not all of the 8256 error locations are unique, but there are 1564 double bit error locations which are not unique and duplicate with other double bit error locations. For example, when the syndrome is (0111100000010100) the possible error pattern is e(x) = x 116 + x 109 or e(x) = x 120 + x 104 , and the corresponding error location is (12, 19) or (8, 24) . At this point, we need to define a probability ranking for these two error patterns and choose the one with higher probability to correct the codewords. The principle of probability ranking is based on the error probability of information bit channel. The channel with the higher error probability is more error-prone when transmitting data, and the corresponding error location has a higher priority to be selected. The estimated error probabilities of the information bit channels are shown in Fig. 2 , the error probability and ranking of these bit channels are shown in Table 2 . From Table 2 , we can see that the ranking of (12, 19 ) is much higher than (8, 24) . At this point, (12, 19) is selected as the error location when correcting, and flip the corresponding bit to complete the error correction. 
IV. SEGMENTED-CRC-ERROR-CORRECTION AIDED SCL DECODING
In this section, segmented-CRC-error-correction aided SCL (segmented-CRC-EC-SCL) decoding scheme is proposed. Based on segment decoding, it not only suppresses the problem of error propagation successfully, but also correct multiple erroneous bits and further improves the error performance. We first propose a novel construction of Polar codes which is suitable for segmented CRC codes for error correction. Then we put forward the segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoding and analyze the computational complexity.
A. THE CONSTRUCTION OF SEGMENTED CRC-CORRECTED POLAR CODES
For the problem of error propagation in decoders based on SC kernel, if all information bits are decoded directly, the decoder cannot correct error bits in time, which will affect the decoding accuracy later. Therefore, we propose the strategy of using segment decoding for error correction. By segmented-CRC, the information block is divided into multiple segments. CRC detection is carried out after each information sub-block, so that errors can be detected and corrected as early as possible.
Denote the total length of the CRC bits by R. For P(N , K ), we spilt the information block into M segments. Consider the vectors k = {k 1 , k 2 , · · · , k M } and r = {r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r M }, where k m is the length of the m-th information sub-block and r m is the length of the CRC in the m-th information sub-block. Clearly,
Then, in the m-th information sub-block, we select the first k m − r m bits to store the information bits and the last r m bits to store the CRC bits. Meanwhile, in the construction of segmented CRCcorrected Polar code, in order to ensure the reliability of data transmission, it is preferable to select more reliable k m − r m bit channels to store information bits of each information subblock, and select less reliable r m bit channels to place CRC bits.
In addition, we realized that the error correction performance of the CRC after segmentation would decrease exponentially, because the check bits with length of r could only correct 2 r − 1 error locations at most. Recalls Fig. 2 , the overall error probability of the bit channel with smaller channel index is higher, and we do not want too many errors to appear in this part of the information bits, which will lead to a decrease in the accuracy of subsequent decoding. Therefore, it is not appropriate to allocate information sub-blocks and CRC blocks equally.
Based on the requirements for CRC and sub-information blocks above, we propose the following construction principles:
Principle 1: The first few information sub-blocks should be set to a shorter length when the information block is segmented. The shorter the length of information bits, the lower the probability of multiple bits error, which is conducive to correct error in time.
Principle 2: The length of the CRC bits in the first few information sub-blocks should be set relatively long. Because the sub-channels of this part is less reliable than the latter channel, and more CRC is needed to guarantee the error correction performance.
Principle 3: The CRC bits of each segment are selected with reference to the error probability of all information bit channels, and the adjacent r m bits with higher error probability are preferentially selected. With these principles, segmented CRC-corrected Polar code can be constructed. For example, for P(256, 128), R = 16 and M = 4, under the Gaussian estimation of SNR = 1 dB, we get the error probability of the information bit channel shown in Fig. 2 . According to the above three principles, we can obtain the construction of the segmented CRC code as shown in Fig. 3 . It should be noted that the construction of the segmented CRC-corrected Polar codes is just the construction of the outer CRC code. The sub-channels marked by red line is used to store CRC bits. The first two sub-blocks contain 5 CRC bits, and the last two sub-blocks contain 3 CRC bits. Then a new information sequence is formed based on this structure which could be sent to the Polar encoder. 
B. SEGMENTED-CRC-EC-SCL DECODING SCHEME
The segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoding scheme adopts segmented structure for the information blocks of Polar codes, which can detect errors in time, and correct errors with lookup table based error correction method to reduce the impact of error propagation.
The implementation of this decoding scheme also requires error correction table, then the decoder can carry out error correction according to this table. Therefore, we will introduce the process of establishing error correction table below. The role of the error correction table is to associate the error tion with the syndrome. Unlike the CRC-EC-SCL decoding selecting all single-bit and double-bit error location, the segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoding only selects the error location with high error probability to establish error correction table. Searching these error locations is very difficult for the original list decoder because of error propagation, and a decoding failure is often accompanied by dozens of bits errors. But when segmented decoding is used, the occurrence of the error location becomes regular.
After a lot of simulations, we find that there are some error locations with extremely high error probabilities, which often occur in the decoding process. Sort these error locations by error probability, then select a m of these error locations in sequence to fill in the error correction table and calculate the corresponding syndromes, finally the table can be completed. However, it is difficult to search the error locations by simulations every time in practical application scenarios. There is other possible method to search the error locations. We find that the error locations with high error probability in each information sub-block are probably composed of some bit channels which conforms the following two conditions: 1), the error probability of these bits are higher in this subblock; 2), the channel index of these bits are closer to k m . More precisely, for single bit error locations, they are directly composed of such bit; for multiple bits error locations, they are composed of some combinations of such bits.
For example, suppose that we plan to establish an error correction table for the first information sub-block with SNR = 1 dB. According to the construction method mentioned in the previous section and k 1 = 22, we rank the error probability of each bit channel in the first information sub-block, and analyze whether these bits conform to the two conditions above. Table 3 shows ten information bit channels with the highest error probability and their conformity to the above two conditions. It should be noted that the channels with the lowest ranking are not listed because their lower error probability does not satisfy condition 1). And Table 4 shows some error-prone locations obtained by simulation, which indicates that that these error locations are almost all composed of five bit channels that conform the above two conditions. In this way, we can easily search a m error prone locations and complete the error correction table. The same method can be used to establish the error correction table of other information sub-blocks.
We notice that the value of a m is related to the error correction capability of the decoder. If the value is too small, the error correction ability will be relatively small. If the value is too large, it is easy to cause error correction. We do not give a specific numerical definition here.
After the error correction table is established and stored in memory space, the Polar code is constructed according to the way mentioned in the previous subsection, followed by the coding, modulating and transmitting progress. Finally, the segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoder starts to work according to Algorithm 1. The block diagram of encoding and segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoding of concatenated CRC-Polar codes is illustrated in Fig. 4 . For each segment of decoding, the segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoder remains all paths that can be checked by CRC for each segment, and uses lookup table method to correct each path in the list when all candidate paths fail in the CRC detection.
V. COMPARISONS OF PERFORMANCE AND COMPLEXITY
In this section, simulation results are given to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed CRC-EC-SCL decoder and segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoder with regarding to decoding performance. Based on the performance analysis, we give the complexity comparison results between segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoder and the CRC-ED-SCL decoder.
A. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
In this part, performance comparisons between different decoding schemes are given with the same code rate. for j = 1 : S i do 4: Calculate the likelihood value of each bit to get the estimate codewordû j [l] , ∀l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , L − 1} 5: end for 6: Apply CRC detection to the i-th sub-block. 7: if The number of paths fulfill CRC is greater than zero then 8: Save all paths which fulfill CRC; 9: else 10: for l = 1 : L do 11: Use syndrome of l-th path to lookup error correction table; 12: if The corresponding error location can be found then 13: Flip the bits at the error location; Save the path which can be corrected and has the largest metric among all corrected sequences, if no survival paths can be corrected, save the path that has the largest metric; We consider the (256,128) Polar codes in the BPSK modulation mode over the AWGN channel. Note that the CRC bits are considered as information bits, then, a total of R = 16 CRC bits are segmented and combined with K − R information bits, then the K bits are fed into the Polar encoder.
To optimize the performance, we construct the concatenated CRC-Polar code according to the method mentioned in the section IV. For the number of error locations of each error correction table in the segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoder, after several simulation experiments, a 1 = 14, a 2 = 18, a 3 = 2 and a 4 = 0 were taken here. In Fig. 5 , we have presented the frame error rate (FER) and bit error rate (BER) performance of the proposed CRC-EC-SCL decoder and segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoder with L = 4. For comparison, the performance of CRC-ED-SCL decoder and segmented-CRC-ED-SCL decoder [11] are also given in the It is observed that CRC-EC-SCL decoder outperforms CRC-ED-SCL decoder. The proposed decoder achieves superior performance gain in large SNR region. Specifically, the gain is about 0.2 dB at FER of 10 −4 . The reason is that the error propagation problem is more serious, and multiple bits errors are more likely to occur in the condition of low SNR. When SNR is high, single bit error and double bits error are more likely to occur. Therefore, the decoder can achieve greater performance gain in high SNR region.
In addition, it is not surprising to see that the proposed segmented-CRC-error-correction aided SCL decoder performs better than other decoders, since it takes full advantage of the error correction capability of CRC. Specifically, the segmented-CRC-error-correction aided SCL decoder demonstrates a 0.3 dB performance gain over the CRC-ED-SCL decoder at the BER of 10 −5 . Moreover, the performance gain is greater with high SNR. The explanation of this phenomenon is similar to the CRC-EC-SCL decoder above. As the SNR increases, the decoding is less affected by noise, and the multiple bits error locations are reduced, which is more consistent with the error correction table. Fig. 6 shows the comparison of FER and BER performance between segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoder and CRC-ED-SCL decoder with different list sizes. Clearly, the performance gain obtained by using the segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoder with L = 4 is even better than the CRC-ED-SCL decoder with L = 6, and the gain is about 0.2 dB at BER of 10 −5 . This means that using the segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoder can obtain the same performance gain as the list size of the CRC-ED-SCL decoder increases.
B. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON
For CRC-ED-SCL decoding with code length N and list size L, computational complexity is O(L × NlogN ).
For segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoding, the change of computational complexity is caused by two steps. One is the decrease caused by segmented strategy, and the other is the increase caused by the lookup table method during error correction. Firstly, the segment decoding is analyzed. The computational complexity of SCL decoding is proportional to the average list size. Meanwhile, the surviving path of each sub-block must be less than or equal to L after checking, so the average list length size in the decoding process is correspondingly reduced. Therefore, the segment decoding reduces the computational complexity. Finally, the computational complexity of lookup table based error correction method is analyzed. It should be note that the error correction tables are built and stored in memory space before decoding, so the complexity of establishing tables is not taken into account.
The complexity of lookup table operation is O(1), hence the complexity of lookup the error correction table with length a m is O(a m ). Therefore, the worst-case complexity of lookup the error correction table in decoding is O(P e × L × M m=1 a m ), where P e denotes the frame error rate of the decoder. This formula means that each information sub-block needs to be corrected. However, in the actual decoding process, many erroneous codewords are corrected once and then no errors occur in the subsequent decoding process, so this value can be regarded as the upper limit of the complexity of error correction. Therefore, taking the reduced complexity of segment decoding into account, the total computational complexity of the CRC-ED-SCL decoder is less than O(P e × L × M m=1 a m + L × NlogN ). Recall from the performance analysis in the previous section, the performance of the segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoder with L = 4 is between the CRC-ED-SCL decoder with L = 6 and the CRC-ED-SCL decoder with L = 8. Adopt the method of establishing error correction table in the above simulation. In Fig. 7 , we compare the average complexity of segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoder and CRC-ED-SCL decoders with L = 4, L = 6 and L = 8. It is clear that the complexity of the CRC-ED-SCL decoder increased substantially as the list size increased. However, the increased complexity caused by the segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoder is negligible. Especially in the scenario of high SNR, the average computational complexity of segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoder converges to the computational complexity of CRC-ED-SCL decoder with L = 4 .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated two novel error-correctable decoding schemes for Polar codes, which were characterized by exploiting the error correction capability of CRC codes. First, we studied the look-up-table based CRC errorcorrection method and presented the CRC-EC-SCL decoder. Subsequently, segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoding scheme was proposed, which maximized the error correction capability of the CRC and suppressed the error propagation problem. We further analyzed the complexity of proposed CRC-ED-SCL decoder and segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoder. Simulation results indicates that both of the proposed decoding schemes were effective and have excellent error correction performance. Especially for the proposed segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoder, it offered a substantial gain in terms of FER and BER performance, as compared to the CRC-ED-SCL decoder. Moreover, the average computation complexity of segmented-CRC-EC-SCL decoder was close to the CRC-ED-SCL decoding scheme.
Our analysis also indicates that the size of error correction table will affect error correction performance. Future work VOLUME 7, 2019 will include theoretical analysis of the size on error correction table.
